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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

1 
 

11 1 
 
8 2 RI-1 

The student will support a given 
conclusion with details 

 

 

 

Key: B 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

2 

 
 

11 1 

 
 

8 2 RI-1 

The student will identify text evidence 
to support a GIVEN conclusion based on 
the text. 

 

 

 

Key: While the big design houses have hesitated, many smaller clothing makers have 
moved quickly to fill the demand, producing clothes in a sustainable way and marketing 
their eco-friendliness to consumers. (selectable distractors are: Sustainability, however, 
does not just mean being good to the environment; it also means being fair to fellow 
human beings.; One of the goals of the eco-fashion movement is to make sure that the 
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farmers who grow the raw materials and the workers who manufacture the clothing are 
able to work in safe and fair workplaces.; Given this rush to capitalize on eco-fashion’s 
newfound popularity, consumers who seek true sustainability in the products they buy 
would do well to remember the old Latin phrase caveat emptor: let the buyer beware.; 
Consumers who wish to purchase truly sustainable products should examine the labels 
closely—and perhaps even do some research on the manufacturers—to make sure the 
products are actually as eco-friendly as they say they are.) 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct sentence. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

3 

 
 

11 1 

 
 

9 2 RI-2 

The student will determine a central 
idea in a text using supporting 
evidence. 

 

 

 

Key: D 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

4 

 
 

11 1 

 
 

10 2 RI-4 

The student will determine the 
meaning of a tier 2 word in an 
informational text. 

 

 

 

 

Key: D 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

5 11 1 11 3 RI-3 

The student will form a conclusion 
about the text and identify evidence 
in the text to support that conclusion. 

Key:  

Part A: C 

Part B: “As the idea of living a sustainable lifestyle has become more widespread in 
recent years, consumers have begun to demand that the products they buy are 
produced in sustainable ways.” 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response for Part A and the correct 
response for Part B. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

6 11 1 12 3 RI-3 

The student will analyze the 
interaction between the 
elements of the text. 
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Key:  

Part A: B 

Part B: But the environmental impact of clothing involves more than just where our used 
clothes end up.; Cotton is a very water-intensive crop that is typically grown with heavy 
application of insecticides; in fact, cotton accounts for more insecticide use than any 
other single crop in the world. (selectable distractors are: Given this environmental 
impact, it’s easy to see why many consumers are bypassing cotton T-shirts for clothing 
that is produced in more sustainable ways.; Many companies have started using organic 
cotton that is grown without pesticides or chemicals. Others use natural fibers that 
require less water than cotton, such as bamboo or hemp.) 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response for Part A and the two correct 
sentences for Part B. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

7 11 1 13 3 RI-5 
The student will determine how the 
structure of a text impacts its meaning. 

 

 

 

Key: A 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

8 11 1 1 2 RL-1 

The student will identify text evidence 
(explicit details and/or implicit 
information) to support a GIVEN inference 
or conclusion based on the text. 

 

 

 

 

Key: The biscuits and the fishing gear assured us of the solid part of our diet. (selectable 
distractors are: Richard Parker was restless.; He was moaning and growling and pacing 
about the lifeboat.; The cloud cover had vanished.; The cans would not last long 
between the two of us—in fact, I was loath to share even one with Richard Parker—and it 
would be foolish to rely on rainwater.) 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct sentence. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

9 11 1 2 2 RL-2 
The student will summarize a central idea of a 
text using supporting evidence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key:  

Part A: C 

Part B: “When he looked up, I stared him aggressively in the eyes and I blew on the 
whistle a few times.” 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response for Part A and the correct 
response for Part B. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

10 11 1 2 2 RL-2 

The student will determine a central 
idea of a text using supporting 
evidence. 

 

 

 

Key: I survived 227 days. That's how long my trial lasted, over seven months. 
(selectable distractors are: The only good thing about the day being so hot was the sight 
the solar stills presented.; The Robertson family survived thirty-eight days at sea. 
Captain Bligh of the celebrated mutinous Bounty and his fellow castaways survived forty-
seven days.; The Bailey family survived 118 days. I have heard of a Korean merchant 
sailor named Poon, I believe, who survived the Pacific for 173 days in the 1950s.) 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct sentence. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

11 11 1 3 2 RL-4, L-4.a 

The student will determine the 
meaning of a word based on its 
context in a literary text. 

 

 

 

 

Key: D 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

12 11 1 4 3 RL-6 

The student will form a conclusion 
about a literary text and identify details 
within the text that support that 
conclusion. 

 

 

 

 
Score Rationale  Exemplar 

2 

A response: 
• Gives sufficient evidence of the ability 

to make a clear inference/conclusion  
• Includes specific examples/details 

that make clear reference to the text  
• Adequately explains 

inference/conclusion with clearly 
relevant information based on the 
text 

Responses may include (but are not 
limited to): 
• (inference) The narrator compares his 

survival to even the most famous 
stories of survival at sea to show how 
incomprehensibly long his lasted.  

• (inference) The narrator presents 
those stories of survival to encourage 
himself that many people survived for 
much longer than this initial week, 
and to fortify himself for a possibly 
longer stay on the boat. 
(support) The situations of survival 
listed such as the Robertson family, 

The use of the stories of survival in the last 
paragraph suggests that the narrator is 
encouraged that he will survive this 
overwhelming experience of being stranded at 
sea. He compares his own situation to those of 
other known historical figures, such as the 
Robertson family, Captain Bligh, and Owen 
Chase, who were all lost at sea, but survived. 
The narrator specifies how long these various 
people survived with some impressive lengths of 
time at sea, such as a Korean merchant sailor 
who survived the Pacific for 173 days in the 
1950s. Perhaps these stories, in addition to the 
working solar stills, bring the narrator comfort 
that he, too, can survive despite his 
circumstances. 
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Captain Bligh, Steven Callahan, Owen 
Chase or the whaling ship Essex, the 
Bailey family and/or Poon. 

1 

A response: 
• Gives limited evidence of the ability to 

make an inference/conclusion  
• Includes vague/limited 

examples/details that make reference 
to the text  

• Explains inference/conclusion with 
vague/limited information based on 
the text 

Responses may include those listed 
in the 2 point response. 

The stories suggest that the narrator is 
knowledgeable about shipwreck events. He 
refers to Captain Bligh's mutinous Bounty and 
the Essex, a whaling ship. 

0 

A response: 
• Gives no evidence of the ability to 

make an inference/conclusion 
OR 
• Gives an inference/conclusion but 

includes no examples or no 
examples/details that make reference 
to the text 

OR 
• Gives an inference/conclusion but 

includes no explanation or no relevant 
information from the text 

The narrator is very smart. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

13 11 1 5 3 RL-3 

The student will analyze the 
relationships among literary 
elements (character 
actions/interactions) within one text. 

 

 

 

Key:  

Part A: D 

Part B: “And his stomach and paws were still wet. But they were not dripping wet. There 
probably wasn’t much water left in the boat. Soon he would be thirsty.” 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response for Part A and the correct 
response for Part B. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

14 11 1 6 3 RL-5 

The student will analyze or interpret why 
the author structured elements within 
the text in a certain manner and the 
impact of that structure on meaning. 

 

 

 

 

Key: The solar stills demonstrate the narrator’s ingenuity.; The solar stills show how 
important fresh water is to the characters’ survival. 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the two correct responses. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

15 11 1 7 3 L-5 

The student will interpret the 
meaning of figurative words and 
phrases used in context and analyze 
its impact on meaning or tone. 

 

 

 

Key: D 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

16 11 2 1b 2 
W-3.c, W-

3.d 

(Organization) The student will use information 
provided in a stimulus to revise organized 
narratives/narrative sections that engage and 
orient the reader by d. using a variety of 
techniques (e.g., a sense of mystery, suspense, 
growth, or resolution) to sequence events so 
that they build on one another to create a 
coherent whole and build toward a particular 
tone and outcome. 

Key: 

• The magnitude of the heat seemed overwhelming as I crawled among the flowers in 
my aunt's garden. 

• My tedious task was to eliminate the invasive weeds that had overtaken the garden. 
• As I started near the lilies, my mind began to drift to a different place and time until 

a loud buzzing noise jolted me back to the present. 
• I began scouring the garden for the culprit that had startled me. 
• From a distance I spotted a creature near a flower, and a thought occurred to me. 
• The buzzing noise might not necessarily be from a menacing insect, as I had 

assumed, but rather from a hummingbird. 
• Excitedly, I maintained my watch among the Columbine stalks. 
• And then the smallest of birds appeared, glistening with iridescent emerald and silver. 
• The hummingbird hovered above one blossom and then darted to the next. 
• Miniscule in the scheme of the garden, it siphoned the sweet nectar before retreating 

to the shade of a tree. 

Rubric: (1 point) Student puts the underlined sentence in the correct order. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

17 11 2 3b 2 W-2.f, W-2.f 

1. (Organization) The student will revise 
informational/explanatory text by 
identifying improved organizational 
elements such as d. providing a conclusion 
that follows from and supports the 
information or explanation presented (e.g., 
articulating implications or the significance 
of a topic). 

 

 Key: C 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

18 11 2 6a 3 W-1.b 

2. (Elaboration) The student will use 
information provided in a stimulus to 
write well-supported arguments by 
applying elaboration techniques such as 
a. Referencing and/or integrating 
relevant reasons to support 
claims/counterclaims 
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Score Rationale  Exemplar 

2 

The response: 
• provides adequate reasoning and 

relevant evidence from the 
student notes supporting the claim  

• adequately addresses (or 
develops) counterargument using 
adequate reasoning and/or 
evidence (note: only relevant if 
question calls for this) 

• adequately elaborates reasoning 
and evidence using precise 
words/language 

That amendment guarantees “the right of people to 
be secure in their persons...against unreasonable 
searches.” In interpreting this amendment, the 
United States Supreme Court has ruled that police 
must obtain a warrant from a judge before tracking 
a suspected drug trafficker using GPS. If it is illegal 
to track someone suspected of a felony without a 
warrant, opponents to the board's EID plan may 
argue, how can it be legal to track a student who 
may be guilty of nothing more than staying in bed 
with a cold? But the Supreme Court also has ruled 
that Fourth Amendment rights do not apply to 
students in schools in the same way as they apply 
to adults. According to recent Court rulings, schools 
have a responsibility to maintain order in the 
“special situation” of public schools, and this 
overrides students’ privacy rights. Opponents of 
EIDs also may argue that their use undermines 
trust. Being suspicious about “Big Brother watching” 
is understandable; however, these objections will 
diminish over time. 

Annotation: This response uses appropriate 
evidence from the student notes to address (rebut) 
the counterargument. While other “2” responses 
could have used different evidence from the notes 
to support the major claim, this response connects 
and elaborates the evidence chosen (e.g., “rights do 
not apply to students in schools in the same way as 
they apply to adults”) using well-chosen language 
to undermine the opposing point of view 
(“overrides,” “undermines”). Note that other “2” 
responses may organize the paragraph by just 
addressing counter argument without rebuttal. 

1 The response: 
• provides general reasoning and 

That amendment says people have a right against 
unreasonable searches. The Supreme Court has 
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general and/or limited and/or 
listed evidence supporting the 
claim from the student notes. The 
reasoning and evidence may be 
weakly integrated, imprecise, 
repetitive, vague, and/or copied or 
loosely related to the claim. 

• partially addresses (or develops) 
counterarguments using general 
and/or limited and/or listed 
evidence supporting the 
counterargument(s) (if question 
calls for this) 

• partially elaborates reasoning and 
evidence using general 
words/language 

said that cops can't use GPS to track criminals, how 
can it be right to use it to track kids who aren't 
doing anything wrong? Also, EIDs will make 
students not trust their teachers if they think 
they're always being watched. 

Annotation: While this response does reference 
some appropriate information from the student 
notes, the evidence and elaboration do not 
adequately address (analyze or rebut) the opposing 
point of view. The response also overstates causal 
relationships (e.g., EIDs making students mistrust 
teachers), and the language is too general (“cops,” 
“aren’t doing anything wrong”) to advance the 
argument. While other responses that earn a “1” 
may have different strengths/weaknesses, the “1” 
responses will be overall partial or limited. 

0 

The response: 
• provides reasoning and evidence 

supporting the claim from the 
student notes that is minimal, 
irrelevant, absent, incorrectly 
used, or predominately copied and 
may interfere with the meaning of 
the text 

• provides a weak or no attempt to 
address (or develop) 
counterargument(s). Reasoning 
and evidence supporting the 
arguments is minimal, irrelevant, 
absent, incorrectly used, or 
predominately copied and may 
interfere with the meaning of the 
text (if question calls for this) 

• includes no elaboration of 
reasoning and evidence or, if 
present, primarily uses 
inappropriate or vague 
words/language 

But everyone knows it's not right to spy on people. 
The Constitution says so. 

Annotation: This response makes very weak 
reference to student notes (“Constitution”). The 
only attempt to address counterargument is an 
assumption based on “everyone knows…,” and 
relies on vague language (“it’s not right”) does not 
advance the argument. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

19 11 2 8 2 W-2, L-6 

The student will identify and use a 
better word or words to make vague 
language in text more precise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key: annoyance, attach; irritation, adhere 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the two correct responses. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

20 11 2 8 2 L-6, L-6 

2. The student will identify and use the 
best academic or grade-level or below 
domain-specific (but not scientific or 
social studies) construct-relevant 
word(s)/phrase to convey the precise or 
intended meaning of a text especially with 
informational/explanatory writing. 

 

 

Key: encore; reprise 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the two correct responses. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

21 11 2 9 1 L-1 

The student will identify and/or edit for 
correct use of a semicolon to link two or 
more closely related independent clauses. 

 

 

Key: B 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

22 11 3 4 1 SL-3, SL-2 

1. The student will identify, interpret, 
or analyze the point of view, purpose, 
central idea, or key points of a 
presentation. 

 

 

 

Key: C 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

23 11 3 4 2 SL-3, SL-2 

2. The student will analyze how 
information is presented and/or the 
effects of the delivery. 

 

 

 

 

Key: C 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

24 11 3 4 3 SL-3, SL-2 

2. The student will analyze how 
information is presented and/or the 
effects of the delivery. 

 

 

 

 

Key: D 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

25 11 3 4 1 SL-3, SL-2 

4. The student will draw and/or 
support a conclusion based on 
content in a presentation. 

 

 

 

 

Key: D 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

26 11 3 4 3 SL-3, SL-2 

2. The student will analyze how 
information is presented and/or 
the effects of the delivery. 

 

 

 

 

Key: C 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

27 11 3 4 3 SL-3 

1. The student will identify, 
interpret, or analyze the point of 
view, purpose, central idea, or 
key points of a presentation. 

 

 

 

Key:  

Part A: A 

Part B: Election monitoring teams only go to countries where all political parties will 
welcome them. 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the correct response for Part A and the correct 
response for Part B. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

28 11 4 2 2 

WLiteracy-8, 
RLiteracy-
2(Sci/Tech) 

The student will analyze multiple 
sources of information in order to 
integrate the information that is 
paraphrased while avoiding plagiarism. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key: Forty percent of waste in America's landfills are recyclable paper products.; For 
example, cereal boxes can be used to organize dresser drawers or store magazines. (All 
text is selectable.) 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the two correct sentences. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

29 11 4 3 2 
Wliteracy-8, 

W-8 

The student will use reasoning, 
evaluation, and evidence to assess 
the credibility of multiple sources 
in order to select relevant 
information to support research. 
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Key: The Old and New: America’s Fascination with Cars and Trucks by Brandon 
Carmichael; “Designed to Last: America and Its Cars and Trucks” by Whitney Winston 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student selects the two correct responses. 
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Item # Grade Claim Target DOK 
Item: 

Standards Evidence Statement 

30 11 4 4 2 
WLiteracy-8, 

W-1b 
The student will cite evidence to 
support arguments or conjectures. 
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Key: 

Source 1 = Claim 3, Claim 4 

Source 2 = Claim 1, Claim 3 

Source 3 = Claim 1, Claim 2 

 

Rubric: (1 point) Student matches all sources to the appropriate supported claims. 


